
TOPIC AREA: INTERNAL POLITICS OF EAST ASIA. 

 

Background and Importance: 

Focus within the debate community is primarily placed on a discussion of domestic policy resolutions 

and impacts restricted to the United States. Even for non-domestic topics, the resolution text often 

frames the question as either one of a familiar international body actor, such as the UN, or entirely as 

a “international relations” scenario between several foreign nations. This means that topic discussion 

can default to both a wholly US-centric interpretation of the relations between foreign countries, and 

impact prioritization based on American values or needs. Thus, the question of a foreign country’s 

policy is frequently resolved in favor of ‘US Hegemony’ or ‘UN Legitimacy’ as the terminal impact. 

 

This paper is a proposal for foreign actor resolutions that aim to isolate the agency, issue and impacts 

of the topic discussion from inherent assumptions of American international relations as best possible. 

The topic area involves sociological or historical tensions within East Asian countries that are equally 

pressing as those examined so thoroughly by kritiks of US society. In opposition to the rhetoric of 

otherization in popular American politics, the resolutions aim to break down the view that foreign 

countries are monolithic, one-dimensional and fundamentally unrelatable to US society. This may be 

one of the keys to ending the attitudes of racism, orientalism and neocolonialism overseas, as well as 

the alienation, discrimination and otherization experienced by groups at home. 

 

These resolutions pertain to a history of East Asia that is rooted in conflict, diaspora, and international 

politics that have erased much of the boundaries between one country’s issues and another’s. They 

relate to both traditional questions of policy, such as economics, military conflict, humanitarian aid 

and diplomatic relations, but also more kritikal aspects that explore the race, ethnicity, gender and 

identity conceptions unique to the history of this region. 

 

It is a hope that this topic area will prove to further debaters’ understandings of how alternative 

societies, injustices and political systems have developed separately as a deeper reflection into US 

society, but also as a beneficial interrogation into solvency mechanisms for these issues. The 

resolutions aim to promote exploration of how foreign values or identity constructions play a part in 

their modern-day politics of autonomy, self-liberation or governmental action. 



Resolutions and Arguments:  

(1) The Government of the Republic of Japan should significantly increase its acknowledgement of 

war crimes committed in East Asia during the Second World War. 

AFF: The Affirmative has access to modern-day models of diplomatic relations in East Asia that 

would impact trade with Southeast Asian nations such as Vietnam or the Philippines, as well as the 

potential for conflict with the PRC in the East China Sea. The Affirmative could also discuss the need 

to end the politics of war crime denial within the Japanese Government, and terminalize to impacts 

on Japanese nationalism or domestic politics solvency. The war crimes disproportionately targeted 

marginalized groups or genders, which could also be a focal point for more kritikal Affirmative cases. 

NEG: The Negative has access to important domestic politics scenarios based on the popularity 

plummet of the LDP in Japan, which could terminalize to the failure of attempts to reform Article 9 

of the Constitution or embark on fiscal expansionism in the Japanese economy. The Negative has 

access to kritikal or CP ground that interrogates self-liberation and the solvency mechanism of the 

Affirmative, which relies on outside compensation or apology for war crimes and genocide. 

 

(2) The Government of the People’s Republic of China should significantly decrease its presence of 

police forces in Xinjiang and/or Tibet. 

AFF: The Affirmative has arguments to a historical interpretation of Tibetan/Xinjiang autonomy, and 

their past of conquest by both Chinese dynasties and the modern PRC state. It can include discussions 

of trade, economic deprivation and police brutality/oppression within these areas. The Aff can also 

explore internal PRC politics scenarios. 

NEG: The Negative may read politics scenarios in the opposite direction. It has access to important 

CP or solvency deficit ground regarding enforcement or implementation. The Neg has access to 

arguments that are based on the economic importance of those regions, as well as growing domestic 

terrorism and ultra-nationalistic ethnic unrest within those regions. 

 

(3) The Government of the Republic of India should grant a significant increase of autonomy to the 

Jammu and Kashmir region. 



AFF: The Affirmative may read arguments that discuss the circumstances of the Indian Partition and 

Independence, which involve violence and discrimination based on religious/ethnic lines that 

continues into the present day. It has access to more kritikal ground regarding the ability of Indian 

States to access self-determination, particularly in relation to the political system imposed by the 

British Raj of the colonial past. The Aff may also read tensions arguments with Pakistan, as well as 

economic, trade, or international perception arguments. 

NEG: The Negative has access to arguments that revolve around the economic or political losses to 

the central Indian Government. The Neg may read Indian politics scenarios that terminalize to a 

variety of policies currently promoted by the BJP, as well as Pakistan relations scenarios in the opposite 

direction. The Neg may also read a variety of solvency deficit and enforcement arguments regarding 

the mechanism of increased autonomy that would leave unrest and violence within the region to 

continue its rise. 

 

(4) The Government of the People’s Republic of China should significantly increase protections for 

overseas Chinese ethnic minorities subject to violence in South East Asian countries. 

AFF: The Affirmative has access to arguments that revolve around the present-day targeting of 

Chinese minorities in East Asian countries due to nationalistic or racist domestic politics, as well as 

the historical marginalization of Chinese minorities after an ethnic diaspora. The Aff may read 

arguments that model increased diplomacy or trade between countries due to cooperation, or PRC 

legitimacy and hegemony advantages. 

NEG: The Negative has access to CP ground that includes alternative domestic protections from East 

Asian governments themselves, as well as diplomacy/foreign relations scenarios in the opposite 

direction that terminalize to war, trade loss or other types of conflict. The Neg can explore the historic 

issue of perceived Communist/Chinese interference in the political systems of East Asian nations, as 

well as tensions arguments surrounding the South China Sea. 

 

(5) The Government of the Republic of the Philippines should significantly decrease the scope of its 

criminal justice campaign against drug traffickers. 



AFF: The Affirmative may read arguments that underline the violence and killings caused by police 

enforcement of this campaign, as well as economic or foreign investment/perception arguments. The 

Affirmative may read arguments that highlight alternative solvency mechanisms for the issue of drug 

trafficking. The Affirmative also has access to arguments based around the stability of the Philippine 

Government, as well as concerns of regional separatism incited or complicated by federal involvement. 

NEG: The Negative has access to drug trafficking increase disadvantages, as well as arguments 

predicated on the benefits of protecting the due process of justice established by the Philippine 

Government. The Neg can also read kritikal arguments based on the disproportionate effects of 

incomplete criminal justice prosecution in the Philippines for minorities of certain ethnicities, genders 

or identities. 

 

(6) The Government of the Republic of Indonesia should significantly decrease domestic 

implementation of Islamic Shariah Law. 

AFF: The Affirmative may read arguments that defend the separation of religious ideology and the 

state, and question the violent enforcement of Islamic Law in Indonesia. The Aff may also read more 

kritikal arguments that describe the marginalization of religious minorities within Indonesia. There are 

also economic, trade and foreign investment advantages left open to the Aff. The Aff may read 

religious extremism and fundamentalist terror scenarios. 

NEG: The Negative may read arguments that draw on self-determination or political philosophies to 

justify the adoption of religious law by the state. The Neg can also model backlash scenarios from the 

more religiously conservative regions of Indonesia, such as Aceh, and portions of the political scene 

in the country. 
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